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Jack + Jill Skirt
The Jack & Jill Skirt was created as an initial
exploration of clothing related to architecture.
From two randomly selected pieces, a woolen,
plaid lumber jacket, and a polyester nightgown, a
hybrid garment was made to fit the designer.
It incorporates two ideas of femininity and a
potential for transformation between them. The
first skirt uses the heavy fabric, in a tailored, 6panelled, ‘mermaid-form skirt that is meant to
reflect a sense of rigidity and control. The seams
are sewn out revealing the form-giving structure.
The second is made from the total width of material
given by the nightgown, which was gathered at the
waist, so when the skirts are inverted the fullness of
the gathering is set free, in a ballerina-like fluidity.
A single band of lace at the waist joins the two
skirts.
The garment layers the meaning of the piece to
the wearer, in either way she chooses to wear it,
with the way she imagines herself to be in it, and
by the way she is seen, by others, to be wearing it.
This multiplicity of meaning, and expansion of the
dimensions of wearing is the essence of the idea
that was carried into the architectural translation
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The idea from the skirt was translated to a façade study. The theoretical project frame
of the Domino by Le Corbusier was used as a mannequin. The translation of the
double skirt to a double façade was natural. However, a double façade opens further
questions about inhabitation of the space within. In the narrow façade realm, one of
the three dimensions of movement is restricted. This poses several questions. What
is the potential for inhabitation of a narrow vertical space? What kind of inhabitation
would this create and how? Like clothing, the architecture will be on display. What
of the performance/voyeur relationship? Unique considerations must be made to
compensate the inhabitant for the change in freedom of mobility. The architecture
must develop modes, infrastructures of accessibility to welcome visitors. It will
discuss the issues surrounding bending the norms of spatial habitation (as people
bend fashion), and of interstitial space use in an urban environment.
Architecture negotiates its own multiplicity of meaning through its façade to the
intricacies of inner spaces, and outwards to its surrounding environs. Of particular
interest from the topics the project has developed thus far are the issues of chosen
and imposed identity, alternate perceptions/dimensions and the psychology of a
piece of clothing to the wearer, or a space to an inhabitant. The double façade
investigation and the potential habitability of a thickness of a façade have much
potential. The habitation is not simply a question of space planning. The appeal
comes, in part, from reassessing the role of the designer after having removed one
dimension of movement. There is the new design responsibility that would otherwise
be simple in conventional open space use, and is now impossible due to restrictions
on movement. The details and structural approaches needed to achieve this are
critical. Mechanisms to facilitate flexibility in vertical space arrangement are vital.
The facade architecture must mediate orientation (horizontal/vertical) and what it
means to move through the narrow space. To inhabit the façade is an exposed life that
needs considerations for privacy.
The narrative of the study is made more interesting by incorporating a figure based
on Alain Robert, a professional urban climber. Robert ‘reads’ buildings with his own
language of climbing. He closes his eyes to climb, which enhances his sense of touch
and helps him avoid vertigo.
How can a user, with particular living habits, inform the design? This figure relates
to the previous topic regarding addition or restriction of dimensions. The adding/
subtracting of sensory inputs means a different relation to the other aspects of
architecture and space. The inhabitant shifts his phenomenal understanding of the
built environment.
This architecture of restriction, ironically, has the potential flexibility to explore space
in unorthodox ways. A buildings’ inherent nature is to mediate the ultimate divide
between earth and sky. It is at vertical opposition to the horizon. Inhabiting a vertical
space asks for mediation of the shifting perspective from horizontal to vertical.
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The narratives include the story of urban climbers that see
architecture through re-interpretive eyes and find new ways to use
built forms and move through urban space in inverted orientation.
The climbers shift their phenomenal understanding of the built
environment, creating multiple understandings of any built form.
This overlap of understanding the same object, depending on
the context and perspective of the individual, is the focus of the
classic science fiction novel, Flatland, by Edwin A. Abbott. This text
examines the narrative of dimensional restriction/expansion, which
is also explored in the double façade project.
The intentions for incorporating narratives was to develop a
rich basis for questioning the potential for habitability of a tall,
confined space, a space not traditionally deemed habitable, or a
thickness of space. The architectural questions examine ideas of
unconventional use of space, and mechanisms to provide means
for new inhabitation.
Incorporating the site location, on Sunset Blvd, Los Angeles, as it is
an area with a richness of surfaces and diversity of forms, building
types and programs, adds further layering to the potential meaning
for a new program. An interesting site characteristic is the undefined
and transitioning nature of the existing site elements. The site is an
open parking lot, possibly abandoned, with two billboards and at
least three others in various states of construction or disassembly,
a varied and drastic topography, and a lone inhabitant, a homeless
man. These elements, in combination, provide interesting challenges
for a project.
The lone inhabitant of the site is a reminder of the large homeless
population in Los Angeles, which is in stark contrast to the
population of excessively wealthy individuals, that live in the hills
near this site and traverse the same streets.
Perhaps it is ironically appropriate, in a city so focused on
appearances and the superficiality of life, that from the perceived
banality of these elements, and by attempting to re-interpret their
condition, a potentially fruitful project takes shape.
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The preliminary thesis work developed from an exercise in refiguring
random clothing pieces in to a unique, tailored to the body, double
skirt. That was the basis for a double wall, façade study, which
examined several narratives exploring the multi-dimensional
possibility of the constrained space, in a layered façade, as it relates
to the body.
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Combining the preliminary study work and
narratives with the site, the project focuses in
on the potential of the site materials, mainly the
random steel frameworks of billboards, and the
potential reappraisal for this fringe architecture.
The billboard, often dismissed as a blatant
commercial presence imposing on the public
realm, is not simply the two dimensional image
on display, but has a thickness, a hidden structure
in support of the surface, as any wall does. The
billboard structures are generally site-specific,
some made from wood space-frames, on rooftops.
The more complex installations, like the ones
found on the site, have massive, cylindrical, steel
armatures, with lighter weight steel frames on top,
holding the advertising, the accessibility catwalks
surrounding the boards, and the flood lights.
The project required a complete cataloguing
of the on-site materials and the construction
details showing connection methods for the
lightweight steel frames, which created a basis for
understanding the given structures. This opened
the possibility of posing the narrative questions
of adapted structure use, shifting perspectives of
space, and the potential inhabitation, through
modification, of a narrow volume, the hidden
structural cage of the billboard.
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As with the clothing and façade exercises, the
measure of a space is tailored to the body. The
project systematically analyses the space potential
of the existing infrastructure to then propose design
elements to make a habitable facility.
The catwalks surrounding the base of the billboard
are two feet wide, while the frame supporting the
boards is three feet wide. This is just enough width
for the average person to lie down comfortably, as
in a single bed. The length of the board structure
accommodates the length of four six-foot tall
individuals, with adjoining three-foot landing
areas. This space would allow an individual to
stand and rotate next to the bed.
The height of the billboard, accounting for a roof
structure, would allow for two levels of four beds
each. This layout design maximized the space of
the structural frame, as it may be used for sleeping
lofts.
The structure holding the billboard, is standard
steel construction, and can also accommodate
the addition of a light fabric, aluminum framed,
screening enclosure on the three exposed sides
of the structural cage. The roof, corrugated steel,
continues to be accessible to workers for the
maintenance of the advertisements, while shielding
inhabitants of the sleeping lofts from rain.
The lofts are accessed by ladders, which are an
unconventional mode of circulation, and are
reached by the existing catwalks of the structure.
The beds in each level are separated by pivoting
partitions, which are lockable for privacy, but are
movable should two adjoining inhabitants wish to
share loft space. The single bed is set on a solid
box, with a lockable access door, for the secure
storage of inhabitant belongings. Eight, distinct
sleeping lofts maximizes the limited, narrow space
of the horizontal billboard structure.
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A vertical/portrait type of billboard configuration is
found on the Sunset stripe, and is one of the frame
fragments on the site. The double-sided billboard
is similar to a lollipop, with a stick in the middle.
The stick, in this case, is one-inch think, three-foot
wide steel cylinder, with shop-welded attachments
to hold the lightweight steel structure that supports
the advertising panels. The panels extend seven
feet, in both directions from the center column.
By taking a plan view of the void to one side of the
cylinder, an area three feet wide by seven feet is
partially enclosed by the billboard. The height of
the advertising boards is enough to give four eightfoot high spaces, accounting for floor thickness
between them. In effect, this design creates four
small rooms, stack adjacently to a vertical stack.
These rooms are just enough space to created
a two shower rooms, and two washrooms with
basins. Each room is enclosed with a lockable, bifold door, and is accessed by a ladder and series of
platforms at each floor level.
The plumbing pipes pass into the vertical cylinder
stack, using shop-welded incisions with reinforcing
collars. The structural integrity of the cylinder must
be preserved because a strong wind load is being
borne by the stack.
The other side of the vertical billboard holds the
hot-water tank, solar pre-heating coils on the
exposed face, and a series of gray water storages
tanks, such that the water from a shower above is
held in a tank to flush a toilet below. Sustainability
initiatives are not the main project focus, but as the
potential presented itself, an ethical design impetus
compelled inclusion of those design ideas, which
are not yet standard practice, but should be.
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With these two differently programmed and oriented billboard proposals the question rises of what the overall
project program goal may be, and what larger impact they could have in context. The solution is found again
in the individual inhabiting the project. The homeless person could find refuge in this project, but to propose
this is a homeless shelter underestimates the numerous contributing factors to that situation that this modestly
scaled project cannot hope to address. Alternately, to make this a private retreat for eccentric celebrities,
simply confirms the current impression of exclusivity in this area of Los Angeles. A hostel, affordable to lowincome travelers, and wealthy eccentrics equally, or even on occasion open to homeless citizens, could
provide a unique experience in a region of unbalance.
The basic services of a hostel include individual beds and linens, safety and secure storage, bathing facilities,
also a common area of congregation, and an administrative office, all at an affordable nightly rate. Each
sleeping board has an adjoining bathing billboard, and the site has room for two sets without compromising
the advertising or patron views.
The last stipulation is relieved by the offset of costs (land price on Sunset blvd, property taxes, etc.), in running
such a low-income facility, by the revenue gained from the advertising. Statistical data indicates the revenue of
a billboard, in that part of Sunset blvd, is $35 -$55 thousand per month. The program of a hostel and the size
of the site would be able to accommodate almost ten billboard spaces. The advertising revenue would more
then amply support the additional program costs, and keep rental rates affordable.
The administrative functions, security supervisor’s residence, and linen supplies are accommodated in a
modified version of the sleeping billboard. This is the only billboard accessible from the street, for security and
check-in. Most billboards have a common space where travelers may relax and congregate, to share travel
tips and stories. In this project it is a double horizontal billboard, ‘V’ shaped in plan, positioned at the highest
level of the collection of billboards. This space is important experientially because the inhabitants are giving
privileged views of the city, and the sunsets and sunrises, at each end of the ocean horizon.
The orientation of the programmed spaces is determined by the inhabitant views, analysis of visual sight lines
and traffic flow in relation to the visual media advertising, as it is situated in the Sunset Blvd stripe-scape. The
bathing billboards are directed north-south to capitalize on radiant water heating potential. The other boards
shift in a faceted crescent over the site, which is a compromise between the two program needs, for the hostel
to capture the full urban vista, while also optimizing the advertising to automobile angles. Catwalks and
ladders connect the different billboards.
The two programs negotiate and interact on the billboard surfaces. The sleeping lofts have hopper windows for
cross ventilation, which when opened alters the message and appearance of the advertising. The communal
billboard has perforated vinyl sheet advertising, to be seen through or seen directly on depending on viewer
position, and the lighting conditions inside or outside. For example, at dusk, if a light source is on behind the
board, the inhabitant’s figures may be seen superimposed on the advertisement.
The project uses the fringe architecture of the billboard to progress ideas of multiple and inverted meaning,
vertical circulation, framed horizon, inhibited inhabitation, and the city of artifice and contradiction. The
ideas of building a depth from shallowness, and inverting the stature of the banal to the extraordinary, are
examined.
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